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hi selfclearing-l reader, just got this from Ken Ogger, and am passing it on. Ant Admin
Hello everyone,
Antony, you can put this on the self clearing list or publish it if you like.
Because it doesn't recruit new people, the freezone will never keep up with or be able to handle an
organization that does recruit even if the other organization is abusive and loses their people eventually.
Therefore I have created a new religion which can grow by itself and be separate enough to be promoted
without worry and yet which will preserve and cherish all workable tech and which is designed to remain
friendly to all other metaphysical practices.
And as usual, I'm tossing this all out onto the net for free.
And as a little bonus for myself, once I got this all down on paper, a friend gave me a hand to once again
to try and process the area of rejection / invalidation and for the first time the charge on it seemed to
release.
What I found was that I had spent endless lifetimes rejecting the world (and especially rejecting beautiful
women) as part of my path to enlightenment. This culminated in the lifetimes I spent in Tibet (which I
wrote about in Super Scio) and an attempt to completely leave this universe which failed because I tried
to leave by myself without my friends.
When I came back, it was as a Sufi White Magician in Tunisa (again mentioned in Super Scio but I
remember a lot more of it now). The Sufi's believe that the Buddhist rejection of the world is to be
inverted with relation to the world and therefore will not work. Instead they say to go and then come back
and to live in the world but not be of the world. And so I began to enjoy life and love women while
evolving psychically.
Unfortunately, I rejected and invalidated attractive women for many, many, lifetimes before I flipped
around, and so its not surprising that I'm getting that back in return now.
I'm mentioning this because it is the case button that I've been hung up on for four years now and it is an
extremely good indicator that it finally loosened up.
The new religion is called Admirology and I'm including all 6 basic documents (individually posted to
alt.clearing.technology) below.
Best,
Ken
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ADMIROLOGY - THE NEW AGE RELIGION
ADMIROLOGY - THE FIVE FOLD PATH
THE BASIC AXIOMS OF ADMIROLOGY
ADMIROLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF EARTH
ADMIROLOGY: THE ATTAINMENT OF PSYCHIC MASTERY
ADMIROLOGY: RITES AND PRACTICES

ADMIROLOGY - THE NEW AGE RELIGION
Admirology basic document 1 of 6, September 2003.
Every two thousand years the world enters a new age. And the events at the beginning of that age set the
tone for future lives too numerous to mention.
For the last two thousand years we have been in the Age of Pisces, and that age did not begin well, for
the great teacher who preached love and forgiveness was crucified and his teachings perverted by those
who lusted after wealth and power. And the church founded in his name launched waves of blood and the
world lay under a millennium long pall of darkness. But now that age is finally coming to an end and the
sign of Aquarius will dominate the Earth for the next two millennia.
Now we have a new chance to dictate our own destiny and set the course for future generations.
It is impossible that the old religions will retain their strength in the modern world. Their weaknesses
become too visible under the light of technology.
It is inconceivable that a sterile atheistic clockwork will be accepted, it's too far from the truth and science
has already stepped into the quicksand of quantum mechanics and observer interaction with the creation
of reality. Atheism's only strength comes from people's protests at the old religions.
And so the next age will be dominated by a New Age religion of some sort.
But that religion could take many forms, some better and some worse. And for those of us who are here
at the crossroads of time, it becomes our duty to push for a turning in a better rather than a worse
direction.
Some of us have already been involved in practices which began well but were perverted by
moneymaking and vested interests or a desire to moralize and make others wrong. And others have
floundered in the silliness of practices built on wishful thinking without any concept of scientific
knowledge.
Best is to define a new starting point and then absorb and align everything useful into it.
I believe that God is one and that we are part of God and that our target is to become more Godlike and
add to the richness of creation.
And on that basis, anything which increases love, understanding, ability, knowledge, or creativity belongs
within our new religion.
If it works, it belongs in the new age and should be part of our religion.
And let us not have a religion which suppresses knowledge or inhibits the intimacies of love or demands a
fortune for admission to truth as has happened so often in the past.
And since such a thing as this should have a name which is a useful reminder rather than simply a catchy
label, let us pick the name ADMIROLOGY because God is Love and Love begins with Admiration. Find
something to admire in everyone you meet.
God Bless You All,
Ken
Writing as The Professor
(aka The Pilot)
admirology@hotmail.com

ADMIROLOGY - THE FIVE FOLD PATH
Admirology basic document 2 of 6, September 2003
I see 5 realms in which the student should be evolving towards an ultimate Godlike state.
All but one of these realms is already well evolved and developing further. Admirology is simply a greater
umbrella which pulls them all together. Let us not have a religion which worships Science but burns Art or
worships Art and rejects Science.
1. SCIENCE, MATHAMATICS, AND THE STUDY OF REALITY
Let us know and understand what is. Let us see the manifestations and interactions of forms.
2. ART, MUSIC, ASTHETICS AND BEAUTY
And let us make a joyful noise unto the Lord and create things which are beautiful.
3. REMOVING THE HIDDEN NEGATIVES
There are many systems for removing negatives. Almost everything in my own Self Clearing book (written
under the pen name of The Pilot and available for free on the Internet) was aimed at this. There are other
negative removal systems too such as Freudian analysis. Admirology would use whatever works.
4. POSITIVE PROJECTION
Most other Metaphysical practices concentrate on the positive side using affirmations, visualizations, and
other spiritual treatments. Here I especially like Science of Mind and the Church of Religious Science, but
there are many other positive systems such as Kabalah's Seals of Solomon that could fit here as well.
Again, use whatever works.
5. ADMIROLOGY OR THE MANIFESTATION OF GOD AS LOVE
This is the missing ingredient which when added to the above brings about powerful psychic
manifestations. Since there is so little written in this area, I will be concentrating on it in these writings.
There is historical precedent in White Magic and the early Christians, but the Roman church worked hard
to destroy these, and it is part of the Sufi way (love and intimacy help you to find God in others), but
most people cannot confront this area and consider it bad.
We had a taste of this in the sexual revolution, but it was only a shadow of what is to come. There are
cycles within cycles and the late sixties was the last big manifestation of Aquarius within Pisces, the real
Age of Aquarius hasn't started yet. When it does come, it will unleash tremendous energy, but energy can
be used for good or ill, therefore we have to plant the seeds now to channel it in the direction of love.
But don't forget that the other four areas above are also part of our religion.
God Bless,
Ken
writing as The Professor
(aka The Pilot)
admirology@hotmail.com

THE BASIC AXIOMS OF ADMIROLOGY
Admirology basic document 3of 6, September 2003.
Axiom 1. THERE IS A BASIC CREATIVE SOURCE.
In the beginning there can only be nothing, but the nothing must have a potential and an urge to create
or else there would still be just nothing.
For simplicity, we will call this GOD, but we could just as well call it TAO or the UNIVERSAL MIND.
Axiom 2. GOD IS ALL THERE IS.
Space and Time are created, therefore they come into existence within God and there is no way to even
define anything outside of God.
Axiom 3. GOD IS ONE.
Obvious from the fact that God is all there is.
Axiom 4. GOD IS FILLING THE NOTHINGNESS WITH AN INFINITY OF CREATION.
No matter how much is created, there is always an even greater infinity of nothingness, and so there is
the need for an ever widening sea of creation.
Axiom 5. GOD IS NOT LIMITED.
There is nothing outside of God, therefore no boundaries are possible.
Axiom 6. CREATION IS BEST ACCOMPLISHED FROM MANY VIEWPOINTS RATHER THAN ONE.
Axiom 7. GOD, WHO IS ONE AND WHO IS ALL THAT IS, MANIFESTS AS MANY INDIVIDUALS TO BETTER
ACCOMPLISH A GREATER VARIETY OF CREATION.
In this way, God can be both male AND female, white AND black, big AND small, good AND evil, and
cause AND effect all at once.
Axiom 8. WE ARE FRAGMENTS OF GOD, CO-CREATORS BRINGING ABOUT AND EXPERIENCING REALITY.
Axiom 9. OUR BASIC PURPOSE IS TO ADD TO THE RICHNESS OF CREATION.
Axiom 10. GOD IS LOVE.
God is everything, delights in everything, permeates, embraces, and preserves everything.
Axiom 11. GOD IS NOT LIMITED BY BALANCE.
There can be more love than hate. There can be more good than evil. There can be more happiness than
sadness.
Axiom 12. NOTHING CAN BE ELIMINATED COMPLETELY.
If anything were totally eliminated, the richness of creation would be reduced, therefore this is blocked
and will backlash if attempted. But undesirable things can be minimized. A small amount of pain and
suffering can make things very exciting, but they should be extremely rare, there is no need for balance.
Axiom 13. WE REMAIN SEPARATE AND IMMORTAL.
We come back again and again. Anything else would reduce the richness of creation. We do not merge
back together because God IS us and we IS/ARE God already. God would not become more by having our
individualities fade away.
Axiom 14. WE ARE THE MIND OF GOD.
The complete thought of God is every thought held by everyone. God is not an individual as we know it,
instead God is all individuals at once and thinks with all minds at once.
Axiom 15. LOVE BRINGS US CLOSER TO ONENESS AND BEING GOD.
Love, Sex, Affection, and Intimacy all work to bridge the gap between us. We are all interconnected under
the surface. Affectionate sex helps us to find ourselves in other people and to find others within ourselves.
Axiom 16. REALITY MANIFESTS THROUGH EARTH, AIR, FIRE, AND WATER.

Axiom
Axiom
Axiom
Axiom

16A. Air is Thought or Being.
16B. Fire is Action or Doing.
16C. Earth is the solid base or Having.
16D. Water is the permeating influence that fills everything and binds it all together.

Axiom 17. IN TERMS OF PHYSICS, EARTH = MATTER, FIRE = ENERGY, AIR = SPACE, AND WATER =
TIME.
Axiom 18. IN TERMS OF ONENESS WITH GOD, EARTH = SEX, FIRE = INTIMACY, AIR = AFFECTION, AND
WATER = LOVE.
Axiom 19. THAT WHICH IS NOT ADMIRED TENDS TO PERSIST.
Things are repeated until they are acknowledged and admired. After that we may discard them or repeat
them at our own will. We have our favorite things which we recreate and re-experience often and our
distasteful ones which we should experience once, acknowledge, and let go of.
God Bless You All,
Ken
writing as The Professor
(aka The Pilot)
admirology@hotmail.com

ADMIROLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF EARTH
Admirology basic document number 4 of 6, September 2003
According to the Astrologers, we are entering the Age of Aquarius and it will endure for 2000 years. What
we do now will cast a long shadow for it is far easier to set the course of something when it is just
beginning.
The previous age was the Age of Pisces, better known as the Christian Era and it should have been the
age of Love and Forgiveness as proclaimed by Jesus of Nazareth, but his divine inspiration was perverted
by those who lusted for wealth and power. As a result, we have had 2000 years of war and hatred instead
of the love and healing that he wished to give us.
According to legend, Jesus and Mary Magdalena traveled to Antioch after the resurrection and lived there
teaching love and forgiveness for many years before setting out for India and the Far East.
And the Christian Church in Antioch, founded personally by Jesus the Christ, was left in the hands of his
disciple Nicodemus.
And it is historical fact that the Church in Antioch under Nicodemus practiced and preached free love for
there is no giving or taking of marriage in heaven and Christ wished to make a Heaven on earth.
But a scoundrel and con-artist by the name of Saul, who worked as the enforcement arm of the Temple of
Jerusalem which had the duty of collecting the taxes for the Roman empire, found "enlightenment" on the
road to Damascus and converted to Christianity. Soon he and his allies held control of the Church in Rome
and were stamping out free love and handing around collection plates and growing in power.
And then they pulled off their masterstroke, which was to eliminate the competition for control of
Christianity by making a deal with the Romans to get them to arrest the Nicodemian Christians in Antioch
because they were in violation of Roman laws against adultery which, although unenforced, were still on
the books at that time.
Paul's only mistake was that once the Roman emperors developed a taste for feeding Christians to the
lions, they didn't stop with Paul's enemies but came after Peter and Paul as well. As is often the case,
what goes around comes around and those who encourage feeding others to lions may well become the
second course themselves.
And so the free love religion turned into an anti-sex religion, and the sign of the religion, which was a fish
(Christ was a fishermen of men and the Early Christians made the sign of the Fish which is Pisces), was
changed to that of the cross, which was the instrument of Christ's torture.
And since the opposite of Love is Hate, and the suppression of Sex is the suppression of Love, hatred and
violence have predominated here on Earth and the wars under Christianity put even the old Roman
empire to shame.
Now we are again facing the beginning of a new cycle and it is up to us to choose whether it will be a
cycle of love or of hatred. And you will reap the seeds that you sow today for you will be reborn here in
many incarnations over the course of the next two thousand years. Will you be reborn into a society of
love or a hate filled slave state?
During the year 2001, I was in a coma for over a month and experienced an incredible lucid dream which
I still remember vividly.
At one point in the dream, the devil appeared to me on the television and began talking and showing me
things on the screen.
He said that the energy of the next age would eventually condense around one of the many seeds being
planted. And that the choice would be based on subconscious agreement, a sort of popularity contest or
democratic vote taken below our conscious awareness.
He told me that I was a significant contender, one of the more likely candidates at least as far as New Age
religions go, but that there were other choices besides that of a "clean" New Age religion.
The current majority, according to him, were those who were trying to maintain the old ways. But this, he
said, was guaranteed to change as the Age of Aquarius came to its full strength (around 2018) because
people would not tolerate another 2000 years of the same old suppression and repression.
But, he said, an intelligent New Age religion such as I was writing about on the internet was far too
difficult to use and understand.

Instead he said that he would provide a much simpler religion where everyone would have total freedom
to harm each other without Karmatic retribution. He would set them free to hate and harm and on the TV
he showed me a world going mad in an orgy of mutual destruction.
The freedoms must be granted. We are entering a time of great knowledge and power and people will not
tolerate the old chains. But Love and Sex must provide a tie that binds people together and helps them to
find God within each other so that the new age will be a time of help and caring instead of domination and
exploitation.
Would you rather have orgies or gang wars during your next 2000 years? The choice is yours. There is no
third alternative of becoming puritans, it will not work in the New Age that is to come.
If you fight against love, you are voting for hated. Open your eyes and see what you are doing.
God Bless You All,
Ken
writing as The Professor
(aka The Pilot)
admirology@hotmail.com

ADMIROLOGY: THE ATTAINMENT OF PSYCHIC MASTERY
Admirology basic document 5 of 6, September 2003.
Many years ago I was involved with an organization where, for a short period of time, psychic phenomena
and even mind over matter were commonplace. Then the organization turned towards the dark side,
abused its own members, and began a greedy quest for money and power. And the psychic
manifestations disappeared, never to be seen there again. But that is another story.
Ever since then, I have been trying to find the way back to that superhuman condition that had come to
us so easily and then vanished without a trace. And I'm looking for this not just for myself but for
everyone because I believe that we're in this together and that we will set ourselves free and return to a
godlike state together.
And for many years I worked over that time period in my mind endlessly without full results because I
kept missing one of the key elements that was present at that time. But I'm getting ahead of my story.
One thing was obvious to me, and that was that only a few of us could bring about these psychic
manifestations and all of us that did seemed to have three other things in common. First, we were all
practitioners who were trained to help others using the organizations techniques, second, we all were
trying to help mankind and save the world, and third, we all had extensive experience in other
metaphysical practices.
This is interesting because the organization specialized in removing negatives whereas most other
metaphysical practices emphasize attracting positives by using affirmations and visualization techniques.
And it was only those of us who mixed the positive and negative techniques that seem to find a path to
the miraculous opening before us.
I've already written a book called Self Clearing (under the pen name of The Pilot) which takes these
techniques to a greater level of power and simplicity than existed in any of the older practices and I put
the book on the Internet where it can be downloaded for free. So this aspect, of using both the positive
and negative techniques, has been available for quite some time and there has been a lot of praise and
many good results from it.
But it falls short of achieving the superhuman state that I experienced briefly in the old days.
Therefore, there is a third missing factor.
And without it, I still was able to live very well for many years, being happy, healthy, and affluent by
using the techniques that I did know. But eventually I ran into trouble and some very bad things
happened to me and suddenly I was alone and miserable and incredibly needy in the area of Love-SexAffection-Intimacy. And after that everything went wrong and none of the metaphysical techniques which
had worked so well for me in the past seemed to work for me anymore.
It is only now that I'm finally realizing that Love-Sex-Affection-Intimacy is the third missing factor. It was
intense during that superhuman period. I loved everyone in the organization and it was the sexual
revolution and we were saving the world together and I had intense affectionate sex with many partners.
I thought that it was simply a pleasant side effect of having so much psychic power. But in actual fact it
was a key component.
Later I was monogamous and there were no more psychic manifestations even though I knew a lot more
about processing positive and negative factors than I had in the early days.
God is Love.
We are all interconnected under the surface. Affectionate sex helps you to find and channel this
connection. It’s not that you have to have sex with everyone, but you need to open the doors to
interconnection without denial and then envelope everyone in a blanket of love. And then you can channel
the group mind into white magic manifestations of healing and blessings for the common good.
God Bless You All,
Ken
writing as The Professor
(aka The Pilot)
admirology@hotmail.com

ADMIROLOGY: RITES AND PRACTICES
Admirology basic document 6 of 6, September 2003.
You may find the ideas here to be shocking and immoral by golden age standards, but the old ways will
not survive the new age and it is better to consider sensible alternatives with an open mind.
First let us take a lesson from Freud and realize that sexual repression is the source of a great deal of
humanity's ills. There should be a lot more sex with a lot more partners to bind people together and
increase love and caring. But right here we have one of the key points, which is that it should not be cold
physical sex without affection. Instead we are talking about the physical manifestation of God as Love by
means of affectionate sex.
And we know that possessiveness and jealousy are negative factors which have always ruined lives. So let
us cast these away and learn to share partners.
The sexual revolution was a taste of the waves of change that will hit with the Aquarian Age. We had
better be prepared for it to happen again with a hundred-fold more power. So let's analyze what went
wrong. Historically, women want affection and men want sex. In truth everybody needs and wants both,
but the pressures of medieval society have biased our outlook. In the sexual revolution, the women began
to give sex freely and the men should have reciprocated by giving affection freely. But this was never
clearly stated or understood and the men proved themselves to be jerks. And then, instead of demanding
affection and simply sleeping with men who were affectionate and rejecting those who weren't, many
women backslid and tried to ensure oldstyle monogamous relationships, which simply don't work well in
modern society.
If we want to provide a safe and stable environment for the raising of children, the only reasonable one in
modern society is a group marriage. In today's world, few people earn enough to support an entire
monogamous family on one person's salary and less than half the women want to be full time
homemakers anyway. But within a group of six, for example, there would certainly be at least one
homemaker and there should be enough income to support them as well. It would bring back the full time
moms in an environment with enough sexual variety to keep everybody loving and happy and blend
together the best of many lifestyles. And it would cushion the blow of losing one of the parents. The
children would be shielded by a great umbrella of many loving parents and would not have their lives
destroyed if something happened to one.
Outside of the family environment, the dating scene is also best served by multiple long term
relationships. It is impossibly cold and cruel to dump somebody just because you have found someone
else that you also like. And just like a group marriage, the loss of one partner is eased if there are other
partners to comfort one. Furthermore, a group marriage would be extremely difficult to put together
unless you warmed up for it by building a network of long term lovers.
We all know that in the current monogamous atmosphere, a large percentage of people cheat on their
exclusive relationships. This is obvious and predictable because monogamy is not natural and people have
to fight their basic instincts to maintain it. But this is quite bad because partners who depend on each
other's trust and support are encouraged to lie and betray each other. And so love is destroyed on two
fronts. The person's love for everyone else is denied because they must try to suppress it for the sake of
their exclusive primary partner and their love for the primary partner is damaged because their love for
others works against it. It is as if you took the fullness of a person's love and divided it in half and turned
the two halves against each other. This is a great evil. Two intimate and loving primary partners should
not only share each other's love but also enjoy and encourage their partner to share the love of others.
Then there are no lies or cheating, only mutual support.
Unfortunately, the main proponents of monogamy are those who are insecure or unattractive. In that
case they support it not because they like it but only because they know that they could not get another
partner. Although this is understandable, it needs to be discouraged. Instead, the insecure and
unattractive must learn to grow and improve and increase their abilities and their self-confidence. And for
this, multiple relationships are a blessing because they can gradually learn to date and attract other
people without losing their primary long term partner. Imagine the horror that an unattractive person
must feel on being dumped or otherwise losing their one and only exclusive lover. Then they are facing
years of misery and rejection. If you love such a person, you must help them to meet and attract others
because you cannot guarantee that you will live forever and always be with them.
A good rule of thumb under all circumstances is that everyone should have at least three lovers. A single
one leads to fear and possessiveness and two lead to dichotomies and conflicts. Therefore three is ideal.

And note that this goes equally for both men and women, there should be no discrimination or double
standards.
Love and sex can be used to encourage growth and healing. What you validate with these is greatly
strengthened. If you sleep with tough and nasty people (macho or bitchy or whatever), then you will
create a society of tough and nasty people. If, on the other hand, you sleep with sensitive and artistic
people, then that is what the society will move towards. And if you abandon sex or lock down into a single
exclusive relationships, then you have stopped voting and your opinion doesn't count, so you need to
hope that the people who are sleeping around are validating the sensitive ones instead of the macho
ones. It is a sad reflection on today's culture that the statement that "nice guys finish last" is obviously
true. this would change overnight if women made it an ethical principle to sleep with two nice guys every
time they slept with one who was (or turned out to be) not so nice.
As to church rituals, the best would be naked dancing. One of the best analogies for our entire existence
and relationship to God is to see God as the dance and ourselves as the dancers. But right now, we dance
within God surrounded by barriers that separate us from each other. Removing our clothes for a Sunday
dance at the Church would symbolize removing the barriers that keep us separated and reawakening our
dancing together within God.
Furthermore, psychic healing requires a confront of bodies and a degree of intimacy with the patient that
far exceeds most people's ability to confront. And eventually we must all master psychic self-healing
because that would be the only way that leads towards physical immortality. Ritual nudity ensures that
we will develop our ability to face physical bodies in all forms both pleasing and repulsive, and hopefully
by this we will gain enough confront and power to heal and beautify those that need it.
And this opens the door to one of the most powerful techniques in the entire field of metaphysics. Group
affirmations often produce extremely strong results. If the people in the group are intimately connected
and the affirmations are done by repetitive chanting, impossible things may be accomplished. This is best
done in the nude and it should be obvious that this is a modernized form of white magic.
And if you will notice that Christ and twelve disciples makes a coven of thirteen, and that they had wives
and girlfriends with them that probably made it into a double coven of 13 male and 13 female, you might
realize that Christ was a white magician preaching that God is love and practicing group sex and wielding
enough psychic horsepower to heal the sick and raise the dead.
At basic there is a oneness that is everything and nothing. It may be called God or Tao or by a host of
other names. We are all part of it and together we form the great mind of God.
It would be appropriate before sex or other rituals to affirm the grace of God by saying "We are one with
God's Love, Let our intimacy attract grace from above".
God Bless You All.
Ken
writing as The Professor
(aka The Pilot)
admirology@hotmail.com
**
This message was sent to the list selfclearing-l
The list is for those engaged in using the Pilot's self
enlightenment book "Self Clearing".
Send in your comments, questions and answers to others questions.
**

